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Conversational agents (CAs) can analyze online conversations using natural language techniques and ef-
fectively facilitate group discussions by sending supervisory messages. However, if a CA makes imperfect
interventions, users may stop trusting the CA and discontinue using it. In this study, we demonstrate how
inaccurate interventions of a CA and a conversational repair strategy can influence user acceptance of the
CA, members’ participation in the discussion, perceived discussion experience between the members, and
group performance. We built a CA that encourages the participation of members with low contributions in an
online chat discussion in which a small group (3-6 members) performs a decision-making task. Two types of
errors can occur when detecting under-contributing members: 1) false-positive (FP) errors happen when the
CA falsely identifies a member as under-contributing and 2) false-negative (FN) errors occur when the CA
misses detecting an under-contributing member. We designed a conversational repair strategy that gives users
a chance to contest the detection results and the agent sends a correctional message if an error is detected.
Through an online study with 175 participants, we found that participants who received FN error messages
reported higher acceptance of the CA and better discussion experience, but participated less compared to
those who received FP error messages. The conversational repair strategy moderated the effect of errors such
as improving the perceived discussion experience of participants who received FP error messages. Based on
our findings, we offer design implications for which model should be selected by practitioners between high
precision (i.e., fewer FP errors) and high recall (i.e., fewer FN errors) models depending on the desired effects.
When frequent FP errors are expected, we suggest using the conversational repair strategy to improve the
perceived discussion experience.
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Fig. 1. Two example dialogues to illustrate what a user experienced when working in a team during the exper-
iment. The CA makes either false-positive (A) or false-negative (B) errors when detecting under-contributing
members. The CA repairs the error if a member disagrees with the detection. The agent encourages participa-
tion of members who agreed that they contributed less than others.

1 INTRODUCTION
As discussions are increasingly moving online, groups often participate in online group chats
to collectively make decisions [40, 45, 56, 73]. For example, flash teams in which crowd workers
are rapidly assembled on-demand (e.g., Upwork1) use online chats to collaborate with their team
members [78, 89, 98]. Additionally, computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) interfaces
embed a chat box to support group activities and discussions [17, 18, 38]. To facilitate these online
group chat discussion, researchers are increasingly deploying and testing the use of conversational
agents (CAs) [8, 29, 45, 46, 81, 86, 87, 93, 97]. CAs can analyze group conversations using machine
learning techniques and make timely interventions by sending supervisory messages such as
encouraging balanced participation. However, CAs are error-prone; it is challenging to make an
accurate assessment of group dynamics and individual behaviors using limited textual cues available
in the chat. For instance, when a CA detects under-contributing members, it may falsely detect
active members as under-contributing (false-positive error) or fail to detect under-contributing
members (false-negative error). If the CA intervenes based on inaccurate assessments, users may
decrease their acceptance of the CA and even stop using it [96].

To address errors from CAs, researchers have designed conversational repair strategies [6, 9, 20],
which is defined as a replacement of an error by what is correct [77]. For example, a CA can ask
users whether an error occurred and update the intervention if there was an error as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The effect of repairing errors is nuanced. Andrea et al. found that repairs made users feel
successful and less frustrated [20]. However, acknowledging mistakes maymake errors salient to the
user, which can lead to algorithmic aversion and loss of trust in algorithmic prediction [24]. Other
studies have shown that false-positive (FP) and false-negative (FN) errors have different impacts
on user experience of the AI technology [41, 48]. Thus, choosing which type of error to repair
is an important design decision that must be made after fully understanding the impact of each
error on the user. The impact of errors and conversational repair strategies varies depending on
contexts and costs [50]. However, there is a lack of prior research that studied their effects on group
dynamics, where the social context can influence the way people perceive the agent [88]. This paper
reports how different types of errors and a conversational repair strategy interact to influence not

1https://www.upwork.com/
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only users’ acceptance of a CA but also group dynamics such as members’ participation, perceived
discussion experience, and group performance.
We conducted a between-subjects experiment to investigate the effect of two types of errors

(FP error vs. FN error) crossed by the presence of a conversational repair strategy (repair vs. no
repair) on users’ acceptance of a CA and group dynamics. Participants were assigned to a group
of 3-6 members and carried out a collaborative decision-making task (i.e., creating an advertising
Tweet for an event) supported by an online chat room. We implemented a CA that encourages
participation of members who are detected as making low contributions every 8 minutes during the
discussion. To manipulate different types of errors on detection, the CA either always detected all
members as under-contributing (high FP rate) or no member as under-contributing (high FN rate).
We designed a conversational repair strategy for the agent in which it recognizes that it made an
error through users’ input and sends a correctional message (e.g., “It looks like there was an error,
sorry! To correct, ..."). After the discussion, participants completed a questionnaire individually and
were invited to partake in an optional follow-up interview.

We found that participants rated their acceptance of the agent in the FN error condition (4.96 ±
1.99) higher than the FP error condition (2.69 ± 1.69). After the agent repaired FN errors, participants
rated their acceptance of that agent lower (4.33 ± 1.67) than the agent that did not repair FN errors
(4.96 ± 1.99). We calculated the number of messages within a group weighted by the quality of
messages to measure members’ participation. Without the conversational repair strategy, members’
participation was higher in the FP error condition (110.31 ± 35.11) than in the FN error condition
(80.41± 36.42). The conversational repair strategy did not significantly affect members’ participation.
Regarding perceived discussion experience, participants rated their perceived discussion experience
worse in the FP error condition (6.16 ± 0.97) than in the FN error condition (6.77 ± 0.44) when
there was no repair. The conversational repair strategy moderated the effects of errors on perceived
discussion experience.

This paper advances the idea of using a CA as a group facilitator to encourage members with low
contributions. Broadly, our work contributes to the development of positive agent-team collabora-
tion by introducing the impact of errors of the CA on groups and a conversational repair strategy.
Through the empirical knowledge obtained from an online experiment, we discuss design implica-
tions for which model should be used between high precision (i.e., fewer FP errors) and high recall
(i.e., fewer FN errors) models based on the desired effects. We recommend prioritizing precision
over recall when high user acceptance of the agent or positive perceived discussion experience is
desired most. We suggest prioritizing recall over precision in situations where participation balance
is desired most. When FP errors are expected, the conversational repair strategy can be leveraged
to improve perceived discussion experience.

2 RELATEDWORK
This paper investigates the effect of repairing false-positive (FP) and false-negative (FN) errors on
users and group dynamics. We situate our work with respect to technical mechanisms for balanced
participation, research on the user acceptance of imperfect technologies, and strategies to repair
imperfect conversational agents (CAs).

2.1 Technical Mechanisms to Support Balanced Participation in a Group Chat
Researchers have found that balanced participation is an important aspect in collaborative tasks
that leads to higher satisfaction [85] and performance [30]. However, under-contributing behavior
of one or few members is common in discussions [52] including online chats [71]. Many technology
mechanisms (e.g., group decision support systems [23]) have been built to achieve balanced partici-
pation in online group conversations. Recent studies have shown opportunities of using a CA that
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encourages participation of under-contributing members [8, 29, 32, 45, 46, 93]. Kim et al. built a
CA that encouraged participation of under-contributing members and found that they increased
diversity in opinions [45] resulting in higher quality deliberative discussions [46]. Bagmar et al.
designed ArbiterBot that sent notifications to under-contributing members and observed that the
agent elicited responses from them within the next five messages [8]. The authors suggest that such
CAs can be helpful to human moderators by alleviating unconscious biases of attending to certain
members and easing the social burden of calling out a person. CAs have also been successfully
deployed to facilitate team collaboration such as scheduling meetings [19], summarizing chat
history [97], structuring the discussion [46], or checking in with users whether their tasks are
completed [87]. Seering et al. discovered that moderator bots in Twitch were more actively engaged
in community chats than any other user by sharing information, explaining moderation, running
mini-games, engaging users, and promoting the streamer [81]. A CA is perceived as a member of a
group rather than a tool [8, 45, 87], and creates a sense of social presence by adopting human-like
characteristics [1, 54, 67, 82]. This perspective supports the Computers Are Social Actors (CASA)
paradigm [65] where people respond in the same manner regardless of whether they are interacting
with a human facilitator or a computer.

Other well-studied methods include social visualization that delineates real-time group dynamics
for users to reflect and adjust their behaviors [10, 47, 57, 79]. Visualizations can motivate members
to participate more because visual representations identifying each member’s participation make it
difficult to hide in the crowd. However, visualizations can cognitively overload users in synchronous
fast-paced chats and rely on individuals to figure out on their own how to change their behav-
ior [42]. Another method that has been explored is technology to assist human facilitators such as
recommending facilitation messages [15, 55]. Human facilitators can effectively intervene in group
conversations in various situations and contexts, but have limited scalability, require adequate
training, and are costly. Many researchers have also proposed automatic feedback systems to
facilitate teamwork [39, 85]. For example, Tausczik and Pennebaker proposed a real-time language
feedback system that displays feedback using pop-up windows [85]. In addition to these various
mechanisms, our work shares the goal of promoting balanced participation within a group chat
discussion.

We explore the approach of using a CA to play a facilitator’s role because a CA can offer a more
natural, engaging, and less distracting user experience, compared to a language feedback system
delivering messages using pop-up windows [85] or displays [79]. It can deliver facilitation messages
within the group chat so that users do not need to glance over a separate window for visualizations.
CAs are able to monitor fast-paced conversations in real time and make timely interventions to
resolve issues in group chat discussions at scale. For example, CAs can analyze linguistic features
(e.g., the use of exclusive language and the second person pronouns) or metadata features (e.g.,
active time span working together) to predict a team’s viability and performance [14, 92]. One
caveat is that CAs are rarely perfect like any other AI system and they may conduct inaccurate
assessments and interventions. The Technology Acceptance Model [22] explains that the perceived
performance of technology affects attitudes towards the actual usage of new systems, often referred
to as the user acceptance of technology. Errors can lower the perceived performance, thereby
compromising user acceptance and trust of CAs [31, 53, 90].

2.2 User Acceptance of Imperfect Technologies
Our work focuses on an imperfect CA that can falsely detect a member as under-contributing (FP
error) or miss to detect an under-contributing member (FN error). Dove et al. write that designers
should better anticipate statistical errors in AI systems, such as FP and FN errors. There is often an
inverse relationship between FP and FN errors, which is analogous to the precision-recall trade-off
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in information retrieval context [12]. The impact of FP and FN errors on user acceptance and
experience of technology varies depending on the consequences of following wrong decisions. For
example, Kocielnik et al. investigated an email system that automatically detects meeting requests
and found that people rated lower acceptance of the system that is likely to miss meeting requests
(FN error) compared to the system that is likely to falsely detect meeting requests (FP error) [48].
Hsu et al. discovered that students reported lower acceptance of an auto-grader when it graded
correct answers wrong (FN error) compared to when it graded wrong answers correct (FP error) [41].
On the contrary, practitioners argue that FN errors are often hidden from users (e.g., missing a
meeting request) so that they are less distracting to users than FP errors [48]. Researchers also found
that when a system recognizes a gesture-based input action that the user did not perform (FP error),
the error is considered worse than when the system fails to recognize the input (FN error) due to
the greater cognitive demand on the user and costs of recovering the errors [50]. These findings
suggest that it is important to continue research on the effects of FP and FN errors in different
contexts and costs [48, 50]. In our study, a CA tries to change members’ participating behaviors
through facilitation messages. We aim to deepen the knowledge of how members perceive and
adhere to the CA’s messages differently depending on FP and FN errors.
While existing studies investigated errors of a dyadic CA that engages with a user in one-on-

one conversations (e.g., [6, 53, 90]), we studied multi-party CAs where a CA error can make a
differential impact on not only the user acceptance of the CA but also group dynamics such as
members’ participation, perceived discussion experience, and group performance. For example,
FP errors notifying active users that they are under-contributing may increase their participation
even more than before, which may further result in better performance of the group. Participants’
acceptance of a CA can also change by observing the CA’s interactions with other members. For
instance, an active member who observed that the CA has missed detecting an under-contributing
member may decrease their acceptance of the CA even though the CA has evaluated their own
participation accurately. Prior works have found initial evidence that social contexts play a major
role in shaping user acceptance of technology [69, 88]. For instance, user acceptance of a silent
speech input was higher in private locations than in public locations, and users were willing to
tolerate more errors for the sake of increased privacy [69]. Our work contributes to this research
space by investigating the effects of errors of a multi-party CA on group dynamics.

2.3 Repair Strategies for Imperfect Conversational Agents
Conversation repair is defined as a practice for dealing with problems or troubles in speaking,
hearing, and understanding in communication [76]. It is an important aspect of social interactions to
establish and maintain communication and mutual understanding [3]. Problems in human-human
conversation can be repaired by the speaker (i.e., self-repair) or the interlocutors (i.e., other-repair)
by repeating, rephrasing, or clarifying previous statements [77]. While self-repair has been preferred
for human communication [77], a CA may not repair in the same way as humans do for two main
reasons [6]: 1) a user may be unfamiliar with the technology to choose an effective way to repair,
and 2) a CA may not recognize that an error occurred due to technical limitation. Thus, active
research is necessary to design and test effective conversational repair strategies in agent-human
communication. In this study, we designed a conversational repair strategy to effectively handle FP
and FN errors when they occur.

We developed a conversational repair strategy, where the CA gives users a chance to disagree with
the detection result and the CA sends a correctional message if an error is reported. Ashtorab et al.
designed eight conversational repair strategies for a dyadic CA that varied along three dimensions:
evidence of potential error, self or system repair, and assistance of repair like explanation. Our
conversational repair strategy design was inspired by their system-repair option design that was
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most preferred by users, in which the CA indicates a potential error and provides alternative options
to address the error without further explanation. Benner et al. identified six recovery strategy
designs [9], which are confirmation, information, disclosure, social, solve, and ask. Our design
embodies the social strategy in which the system apologizes for its errors and the solve strategy in
which the system tries to solve its errors. Taking users’ feedback to recognize an error aligns with
the concept of interactive machine learning that refines a model through iterative cycles of user
input and review [4, 28]. Researchers have found that users are willing to modify [25] or provide
rich feedback to assist the system in reducing errors and mitigating negative side effects [4, 74]. Our
research contributes to identifying effective conversational repair strategies suitable for various
situations and types of agents.
Effective conversational repair strategies can resolve errors and improve the perception and

acceptance of the CA. Cuadra et al. discovered that the existence of conversational repair when a
voice assistant plays music made a user feel successful, regardless of whether the repair was needed
or not [20]. However, Dietvorst et al. argued that a system acknowledging mistakes can make
errors stand out and people may lose trust and likability in algorithmic decisions (i.e., algorithmic
aversion) [24]. Følstad and Taylor reviewed dialogues of a customer service CA that suggests
alternatives after providing inadequate answers. They found that customers were able to repair
errors but the dialogue processes and outcomes were not affected [33]. Building on these research
efforts, we explore whether and how a conversational repair strategy interacts with different types
of errors, namely FP and FN errors. We analyzed quantitative and qualitative data from surveys,
chat logs, and interviews to provide empirical evidence on whether the conversational repair
strategy should be used according to different types of errors and desired outcomes in a group chat
discussion.

3 CHAT INTERFACE AND AGENT DESIGN
In this section, we describe the design of the group chat interface we built for the experiment. Then,
we explain the CA design including participation-promoting messages sent to members who are
detected as under-contributing and the conversational repair strategy.

3.1 Chat Interface
We designed the chat interface to simulate a natural group chat experience. We developed an
interface that only contains the essential features for the study to reduce user distraction and
confounding factors. The design was iteratively revised through feedback from pilot studies such as
the message timing, font size, and color. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the chat interface shows members’
pre-defined nicknames at the top, a text-based conversation history, a discussion timer, and an input
text box. They were assigned an animal nickname to avoid name bias and help them remember
members’ names easily. Participants can click on the green button located at the top-right corner
to read the task description. When someone begins typing, an indicator appears (i.e., ‘(username) is
typing’) above the input box. Public messages are displayed in black font and private messages
are presented in blue font with prepended information ‘private message to @username’. The CA
sometimes asks a user to respond to a question using a private message which can be done by
selecting ‘To: FacilitatorBot (privately)’ from the drop-down menu above the input box. Except
for the communication between the CA and a user, members can only communicate using public
messages with each other for experimental control. A button that directs to a survey appears when
the discussion time ends.
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Fig. 2. In this example chat, the FacilitatorBot sends a FP error message by falsely identifying Cheetah as
under-contributing. Cheetah sends ‘1’ to the FacilitatorBot using a private message, which means strong
disagreement about how the FacilitatorBot detected Cheetah’s contribution. The FacilitatorBot corrects the
error after receiving Cheetah’s input.

3.2 Conversational Agent
We implemented a text-based CA named FacilitatorBot. We introduced the CA using a neutral
framing [5], a computer program designed to promote participation of under-contributing members.
The CA introduces the task, sends remaining time reminders, and ends the discussion when the
time is up. The CA structures the discussion based on the ‘diamond of participation’ framework [43]
where the CA encourages divergence of ideas in the first half of the discussion and calls for the
convergence of ideas to make consensus in the second half of the discussion. The primary capability
of the CA is detecting members who have low contributions to the discussion and encouraging
their participation by sending private messages as illustrated in Fig. 1. These messages are sent
every 8 minutes from when the task starts, which results in two interventions per discussion. This
frequency was determined to minimize the number of such interventions to reduce the intrusion
but to have at least one intervention at each phase of the diamond framework.
3.2.1 Errors. A false-positive (FP) error is when the CA falsely identifies a member as under-
contributing. A false-negative (FN) error is when the CA misses detecting an under-contributing
member. We manipulated the FP and FN error rates of the CA by changing the number of detected
under-contributing members. We did not design a CA that detects a subset of members as under-
contributing (e.g., selecting a few members with the least number of messages) because such design
creates confounding factors of when and how frequently an individual gets detected during the
discussion. For example, if a person gets detected as under-contributing in the first intervention
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and not in the second intervention, user acceptance of the CA could be increased based on the
impression that the agent is evolving; this is not the case for a person who gets detected in the
second intervention only. Therefore, we used a simple detection algorithm to introduce FP errors
by detecting all members of the team as under-contributing. The CA sent private messages stating
that ‘some’ members are detected, rather than all members, to simulate a more realistic detection
experience.
We found in pilot studies that most teams had only one member who was actually under-

contributing. Thus, we designed the CA to make FN error messages by not detecting any member
as under-contributing. There could be a situation where all members are actually contributing
equally thus it is accurate to not detect any member. To prevent such situations, we built an
automated under-contributing member. The automated member was given an animal nickname like
other participants so participants were not able to differentiate the automated member from other
members. This automated member sent only two short messages throughout the task discussion.
Survey responses indicated that the automated member was successfully perceived as under-
contributing. We included the same automated member in all conditions to control its effect.

3.2.2 Conversational repair strategy. We designed the conversational repair strategy based on the
‘system-repair option’ design [6], which has been shown to be useful and preferred by users. The
CA asks members to rate their own contributions, rather than contributions of others, because peers
were lenient in reporting others’ loafing (i.e., leniency bias) [80] and it was difficult to keep track of
every other members’ contributions in a fast-paced chat. A five-point Likert scale option was used
to report user ratings as it allowed more granular and quicker feedback about whether they agree or
disagree with the detection results than binary or text inputs. We informed participants that it was
mandatory to send responses to the CA and that their ratings will not affect their compensation so
that they are less likely to ignore CA’s messages and more likely to give honest ratings about their
contributions. If a user disagrees (i.e., sends a number less than 3), the CA makes corrections to the
previous error message. If a user agrees or is neutral (i.e., sends a number greater than or equal to
3), the CA thanks the participant for their feedback. Chat logs and survey responses indicated that
participants interacted and understood the repair process as we intended.

3.2.3 Encouraging participation. The CA promotes participation of members who have confirmed
their low contributions during the repair process by sending a private message. The message content
was designed based on a prior study showing that people have more motivation to participate
when their participation is identifiable, important, and has a specific goal [59]. We decided to use
private messages (i.e., messages that only the recipient can read) to avoid public embarrassment.
We added a generic suggestion (e.g., ‘one way to participate is to suggest rhymes’) in the message
because merely pushing them to contribute without suggestions was not perceived as useful. For
members who are identified as contributing after the repair process, the CA informs them that it
has sent a participation-promoting message to under-contributing members.

4 METHOD
Our research questions are aimed to understand the impact of FP (the CA falsely identifies a
member as under-contributing) and FN (the CA misses detecting an under-contributing member)
errors, as well as the conversational repair strategy on user acceptance of the CA (RQ1), members’
participation (RQ2), group performance and perceived discussion experience (RQ3).

4.1 Study Design
We designed a 2 by 2 between-subjects factorial experiment and a control group (five conditions in
total). The factorial design consists of two factors: 1) error type (FP vs. FN) and 2) the presence of
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the conversational repair strategy (repair vs. no repair). The factorial design is necessary when
interaction effects may be present to avoid misleading conclusions that merely examine the main
effects of each factor. We also included a control condition in which the CA sends a generic message
to the group without any error (e.g., “Researchers say that opinions from diverse people can lead
to a more creative solution.”) instead of detecting under-contributing members in the discussion.
The control condition represents an error-free condition to understand the effects of errors in
other conditions. The generic message was designed to remove the salience bias, where a message
from the CA itself can predispose individuals to become aware of their participation levels. Other
capabilities like introducing tasks are the same as treatment conditions.
We studied small groups (3-6 members2) where everyone is generally expected to participate

in a short discussion. Small groups provide a microcosm of any group dynamics and many larger
conversations often splinter into smaller groups [10]. We focused on non-hierarchical groups
who meet for the first time to prevent existing relationships between members from affecting
task-oriented interactions and the effect of the CA. Collaboration within newly formed groups
is common such as flash teams [89, 98] and student teams in CSCL environment [17, 18, 38]. We
used text-based synchronous chat because strangers feel more comfortable talking over chat rather
than video-based or in-person meetings [13] and it is an effective way of discussion to provide a
spontaneous dynamic of live conversation [21].

4.2 Task Description
The task was to make a three-sentence advertising Tweet for a fictional local event, a bake sale
fundraiser. We advised that the Tweet should be novel, understandable, and useful for the intended
purpose. It should only contain text (hashtags and emojis are allowed) and less than 280 characters.
We offered some details about the event to spark creativity such as target audience, date, location,
sale items, and entertainment. We selected the advertisement task [2, 26, 60] because it is open-
ended, accepts different viewpoints, requires a short time, does not require prior knowledge, and
demands less multi-tasking than alternatives such as information-seeking tasks [40] and travel
tasks [8, 45].

4.3 Participants
We recruited Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers who were at least 18 years old, located in
the US, native English speakers, and often use online chats. These eligibility criteria were selected
based on prior studies to mitigate differences in time zones [84], proficiency of the language [37],
and technology readiness among group members. As suggested by the MTurk community3, workers
whose number of approved tasks was greater than 1000 and HIT approval rate was greater than 95
were allowed to work on our task to receive quality responses. We filtered out participants who did
not pass English proficiency tests [16] or made erroneous inputs in the pre-task survey. We also
filtered out those who reported that they have no interest in the task to reflect a realistic situation
where individuals gather with some interest in a task. We asked participants to use a desktop or
laptop computer for the study rather than a mobile device to control the testing environment.

There were 175 participants who completed the study. We had eight teams per condition and the
average team size was 4.38 (SD: 1.08). We ensured that gender (i.e., the proportion of females in a
group) and extroversion personality [36] (i.e., the proportion of extroverted members in a group)
were balanced across conditions using covariate adaptive randomization [44] when assigning
2A flexible group size is a common practice in group-based MTurk studies because it is practically difficult to set a fixed
group size (e.g., it is hard to foretell how many participants will actually show up and start the task). We considered the
group size as a covariate in statistical analyses.
3https://www.reddit.com/r/mturk/
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Table 1. Demographic profiles of the participants. The total number of participants is reported in the Total
column. The average proportion of the participants who were associated with each factor in a group is
reported in the Group column.

Factors Range Total Group (%) Factors Range Total Group (%)

Gender
Male 92 52.6

Residence
Population larger than 50,000 33 19.1

Female 83 47.4 Suburb or small city 141 80.5
Not specified 1 0.4

Age

18-29 years 38 22.4

Education

Less than high school degree 1 0.4
30-39 years 67 38.9 High school degree or equivalent 17 11.0
40-49 years 30 17.5 Some college but no degree 25 14.5
50-59 years 30 16.2 Associates degree 12 6.7

60 years or older 10 5.0 Bachelors degree 86 47.2
Graduate degree 34 20.1

Personality

High Extroversion 68 38.3

Ethnicity

White 125 71.8
Low Extroversion 107 61.7 Asian or Pacific Islander 16 9.4
High Agreeableness 127 71.4 Black or African American 15 8.0
Low Agreeableness 48 28.6 Hispanic or Latino 13 7.2

Other 6 3.6

participants to groups because those two features were known to influence group behavior [27, 68].
The proportion of members with agreeable or extroverted personalities was not significantly
different across conditions, which may affect user acceptance of the technology [63]. We recruited
a diverse pool of participants in terms of information diversity (e.g., major, occupation): there
were approximately 52 different majors and 104 different occupations reported. We focused on
information diversity as it is most closely tied with the potential for team creativity [94].

4.4 Study Procedure
We conducted an online experiment that lasted about 45 minutes. We ran the study in batches of
five groups, one group per condition. Each batch started the task at the same time in separate group
chat rooms. We designed the study procedure based on prior works [2, 93] and suggestions from
the MTurk community as the following:
(1) Sign-up: The participants signed an online consent form and filled out a pre-task survey

which asks background questions such as gender and personality [36].
(2) Waiting room: Participants entered the waiting room near the scheduled time and read the

provided information about the CA and compensations.
(3) Group chat: Participants were assigned to a group chat with a pre-defined nickname.
(4) Pre-task activity: The FacilitatorBot invited participants to do a quick getting-acquainted

exercise (e.g., chatting about hobbies) for about 5 minutes. If a participant did not respond
during the exercise, we assumed that the participant is not paying attention to the chat and
removed them from the chat room before the task started.

(5) Group task: Participants had 25 minutes to complete the task. They were not allowed to
finish the task early to prevent a situation where a group came up with a solution without a
discussion.

(6) Post-discussion survey: After the discussion, participants individually finished a survey that
took about 10-15 minutes. They were allowed to review the chat history during the survey to
assist their memory.

Participants were compensated $7.2 for completing the task. We provided a bonus payment
($1/person) based on the task outcome. We instructed participants that compensations will be
equally distributed to members in a group. This was to prevent members from thinking that they
need to actively participate to receive compensation.
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4.5 Interview
Among participants who wanted to be invited to a follow-up optional interview, we conducted 8
interviews that lasted about 40 minutes on average. We focused our interview with participants who
were in the treatment conditions and tried to sample participants who had various interactions with
the CA. The interview was held online using a video conferencing tool where researchers screen-
shared chat logs and survey responses to assist participants’ memory. At the start of the interview
session, we provided an online consent form and began audio/video recording depending on their
consent. We then asked questions and offered compensation after the interview at a $20/hour
rate. The interview questions were semi-structured and mainly focused on our research questions
such as acceptance of the CA, members’ participation, group performance, perceived discussion
experience, as well as their perceptions about the FacilitatorBot (e.g., impression, advantages, and
disadvantages).

4.6 Measures
We used surveys to answer RQ1 (user acceptance of the CA) and RQ3 (group performance, perceived
discussion experience). We analyzed chat logs to answer RQ2 (members’ participation).

4.6.1 Survey.

• User acceptance of the CA. A participant rated their acceptance of the CA using five questions
(𝛼=0.96) [22, 48] (e.g., I would use the CA if it was available) with a seven-point Likert scale (1:
strongly disagree - 7: strongly agree).

• Task outcome score. We measured group performance through task outcomes (i.e., three-
sentence Tweets) reported in the survey. Three researchers independently rated each outcome
on a five-point Likert scale for two criteria [2, 70]: 1) novelty (How unique, unusual, or novel
is this idea?) and 2) usefulness (How useful is this idea for the intended purpose?). Cronbach’s
alpha was 0.87, which indicates good internal reliability [35]. We calculated the average of these
ratings to measure the task outcome score.

• Perceived group performance. A participant rated their perceived group performance using
two questions (𝛼=0.88) [7] (e.g., The members of our team produced quality work) with a seven-
point Likert scale.

• Perceived discussion experience. A participant rated their perceived discussion experience
using three questions (𝛼=0.81) with a seven-point Likert scale adapted from a prior work [7].
The questions were related to the quality of group experience and supportive behavior of the
members (e.g., We cooperated to get the work done).

• Perceived error rate. A participant rated how often they felt that the FacilitatorBot falsely
identified someone as under-contributing (in cases of FP errors) or missed opportunities to detect
an under-contributing member (in cases of FN errors) on a five-point Likert scale (1: 0% (never)
– 5: 100% (always)) [48]. We used perceived error rates instead of actual error rates because
perceived performance is more closely related to user acceptance of the CA [22] and there is no
gold-standard dataset or method to systematically determine the error rates.

4.6.2 Chat logs. We measured members’ participation using chat logs. We used the Response
Quality Index (RQI) [95] to evaluate the quality of each message. The RQI of a message is calculated
by multiplying ratings of relevance (a message should be relevant to the task or the discussion),
clarity (a message should be clear), and informativeness (a message should be as informative as
possible), where each metric was rated on a three-point scale [95]. First, three researchers repeated
the process of rating a subset of the chat data, comparing and discussing the discrepancies, and
creating a coding guideline. After finalizing the coding guideline, the researchers independently
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labeled a test sample of the data (approx. 10%) to calculate inter-rater reliability. Krippendorff’s
alpha was 0.85 for relevance, 0.81 for clarity, and 0.86 for informativeness, indicating reliable
agreement [49]. The rest of the data was labeled by these researchers using the established guideline.
Using the RQI scores, we calculated the following measures:

• Total participation. The sum of all messages weighted by RQI for each member to indicate
overall participation of a group.

• Participation balance. The Gini coefficient for the number of messages sent by each member
weighted by the RQI. The Gini coefficient ranges from zero to one and indicates a degree of
inequality. If a member is under-contributing significantly compared to the rest of the group, the
Gini coefficient will be closer to one. The coefficient is often used in similar studies to measure
participation balance [45, 79, 85].

4.7 Analyses
4.7.1 Statistical analysis. To analyze individual responses or behaviors (e.g., user acceptance of the
CA), we built Linear Mixed Models (LMMs). LMMs support hierarchical effects [34] and are used
in similar group-based studies (e.g., [82]). For example, we used Group ID for the random-effects
factor to account for intraclass correlation [72]. P-values were obtained by likelihood ratio tests of
the full model with the effect in question against the model without the effect in question, which is
a recommended method for LMMs [62]. When predicting group-level dependent variables (e.g., task
outcome score), we constructed linear regression models. We conducted an analysis of variance to
obtain p-values of factors. We added the perceived error rate and the group size as covariates in all
analyses to factor out confounding effects caused by different magnitudes of errors and group sizes.

4.7.2 Qualitative data analysis. Two researchers analyzed open-ended survey responses from
treatment conditions. The data was partitioned into 481 idea units. We focused on idea units related
to the research questions, and participants’ reactions about errors and the conversational repair
strategy. Following the procedure of thematic analysis [11], researchers independently coded the
data and generated higher-level themes. Researchers discussed their themes until a consensus was
reached and created a coding schema. We calculated Cohen’s Kappa using sample data (about 10%)
and achieved 0.82 (almost perfect agreement [51]).
The interview data was first transcribed and partitioned into 153 idea units. We focused on

idea units related to the research questions, their reactions, advantages, and disadvantages of the
agent. We followed the aforementioned procedure to generate themes [11]. The responses were
similar between the interview and the survey, thus we used the same coding schema we developed
from the survey with minor revisions. Cohen’s Kappa was 0.81 (almost perfect agreement [51]).
Researchers coded survey and interview data using the final schema and counted the number of
participants who mentioned each theme (i.e., frequency). Then, we removed minor themes that had
a relatively low frequency across conditions (less than or equal to three in both error and repair
conditions).

5 RESULTS
We explain how errors and the conversational repair strategy affect user acceptance of the CA
(RQ1), participation of members (RQ2), perceived discussion experience, and group performance
(RQ3). We only report patterns of interest. Descriptive statistics are summarized in Table 2. We
report detailed statistical outputs of full LMMs in Appendix.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of user acceptance of the CA, members’ participation, group performance, and
perceived discussion experience measures for all conditions. We reported the means and standard deviations
in the parentheses.

Error FP FN ControlRepair No Yes No Yes
RQ1 User acceptance of the CA 2.69(1.69) 2.81(1.57) 4.96(1.99) 4.33(1.67) 4.01(1.94)

RQ2 Total participation 110.31(35.11) 98.27(42.95) 80.41(36.42) 85.76(38.86) 76.13(36.48)
Participation balance 0.13(0.06) 0.14(0.06) 0.17(0.05) 0.20(0.10) 0.19(0.10)

RQ3
Perceived performance 6.31(1.09) 6.52(0.68) 6.68(0.59) 6.57(0.53) 6.66(0.59)
Task outcome score 3.56(0.57) 3.46(0.41) 3.19(0.85) 3.5(0.36) 3.23(0.73)

Perceived discussion experience 6.16(0.97) 6.39(0.66) 6.77(0.44) 6.58(0.53) 6.52(0.55)

5.1 User Acceptance of the CA (RQ1)
As illustrated in Fig. 3, there was an interaction effect between Error and Repair on the user accep-
tance of the CA with marginal significance (𝜒2 (1) = 3.40, 𝑝 = .065). A simple main effect analysis
with Bonferroni corrections showed that without a conversational repair strategy, participants who
received FN error messages reported significantly higher acceptance of the CA than those who
received FP error messages (𝜒2 (1) = 3.40, 𝑝 < .001). Among those who received FN error messages,
participants who experienced the conversational repair strategy reported lower acceptance of the
CA than those who did not experience the conversational repair strategy with marginal significance
(𝜒2 (1) = 3.89, 𝑝 = .097). The condition type (i.e., FP error condition, FP error and repair condition,
FN error condition, FN error and repair condition, control condition) significantly affected the user
acceptance (𝜒2 (4) = 28.17, 𝑝 < .001). A post hoc analysis with Dunnett’s correction showed that
participants who experienced FN errors with or without the conversational repair strategy rated
higher acceptance of the CA compared to those in the control condition (𝑝 < .001).
Qualitative findings (Table 3) supported the quantitative results that participants who received

FN error messages “felt appreciated” [P84, FN], relieved, and reassured, especially when they were
not confident about whether they made enough contributions. When receiving FP error messages,
participants were annoyed and distracted by the CA because it “stress out people who are actually
performing.” [P25, FP]. After repairing FP errors, participants felt the detection was more accurate
and relieved to know that it was a mistake (e.g., “ it was nice to hear that it was only a mistake” [P52,
FP & Repair]), but still reported low acceptance of the CA because “it was wrong to say it (errors)
in the first place” [P47, FP & Repair]. Participants liked the fact that the CA accurately detected
and promoted the participation of under-contributing members after the repair process. However,
participants reported low acceptance of the CAwhen they saw that the under-contributingmembers
continued to not participate after the CA’s message: “There was one person not participating as much
and they didn’t seem to be encouraged effectively” [P113, FN & Repair].
Summary: Participants who received FN error messages rated a higher user acceptance of the

CA compared to participants who received FP error messages. Qualitative results showed that
participants appreciated FN errors but were annoyed by FP errors. Repairing FP errors did not
significantly affect user acceptance of the CA whereas repairing FN errors negatively affected
participants’ acceptance of the CA.

5.2 Participation (RQ2)
Participants who received FP error messages had a significantly higher total participation overall
compared to those who received FN error messages (𝜒2 (1) = 4.45, 𝑝 < .05). The conversational
repair strategy did not significantly affect participation (𝑝 = .8). The effect of Error and Repair on
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Fig. 3. There was an interaction between Error and
Repair factors when predicting user acceptance of
the CA. FN errors led to higher user acceptance of
the CA than FP errors when the CA didn’t repair
the errors.

Fig. 4. There was an interaction between Error and
Repair factors when predicting the perceived dis-
cussion experience. FP errors led to worse perceived
discussion experience than FN errors when the CA
didn’t repair the errors.

Table 3. Summary of themes from qualitative data analyses. The numbers of participants who mentioned
each theme in FP error condition (FP), FP and repair condition (FPR), FN error condition (FN), and FN and
repair condition (FNR) are noted in parentheses.

Error FP errors FN errors

Detection

Inaccurate/disagreed detection (FP: 18, FPR: 17) Missed under-contributing members (FN: 8, FNR: 11)
Accurate and deserved for under-contributing members (FP: 2, FPR: 5) Accurate/agreed detection (FN: 5, FNR: 21)
Invisible contribution or individual differences not considered (FP: 8, FPR: 1)
Quality of contributions not considered (FP: 4, FPR: 0)

Perception
Surprised and dissappointed (FP: 11, FPR: 10) Relieved and reassured own contribution (FN: 9, FNR: 7)
Stressful and pushy (FP: 7, FPR: 2) Positive reinforcement and friendly (FN: 13, FNR: 11)
Annoyed and distracted (FP: 9, FPR: 7) Annoyed and distracted (FN: 4, FNR: 2)

Participation
Motivated participation (FP: 9, FPR: 9) Motivated members to keep participating (FN: 8, FNR: 14)
No effect or ignored (FP: 9, FPR: 6) No effect or ignored (FN: 3, FNR: 7)

Increased awareness of one’s own or others’ contributions (FN: 6, FNR: 5)

Repair
Relieved that it was a mistake (FP: 0, FPR: 4) Liked participation promoting messages (FN: 0, FNR: 7)
Repaired detection was more accurate (FP: 0, FPR: 5) Ineffective participation promoting (FN: 2, FNR: 7)
Felt the CA made errors on purpose (FP: 0, FPR: 4)

Discussion
& Others

Helpful suggestions (FP: 5, FPR: 3) Advanced team spirit (FN: 3, FNR: 7)
Too many or long messages (FP: 5, FPR: 0) Provided guidance (e.g., keep discussion on track) (FN: 7, FNR: 4)

Questioning the bot (e.g., algorithm) (FN: 3, FNR: 6)

participation balance was not significant (𝑝 = .4), which indicates that the participation balance
was similar across factors.

From the qualitative findings, we found supporting evidence that FP errors with or without the
conversational repair strategy motivated members to make faster progress: “it (FP error) did light a
fire under our butts and made us agree on something sooner than later. It made us work faster and
easier.” [P12, FP]. However, our design of the FP error message was not perceived to be effective
in promoting quality contributions: “it (FP error) was not taking into account the time needed to
create quality responses that need some thoughts.” [P13, FP]. Although the effect might be weaker
than FP errors, we found some evidence that FN errors were also effective in motivating members’
participation through positive reinforcement: “it gave me motivation to go stronger" [P71, FN].
Summary: Participants who received FP error messages showed a higher total participation

without losing participation balance within the group compared to participants who received FN
error messages. Participants felt pushed to make contributions even after FP errors were repaired.
FP errors’s positive effect on the total participation contrasts its negative effect on user acceptance
of the CA described in section 5.1.
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5.3 Perceived Discussion Experience and Group Performance (RQ3)
As shown in Fig. 4, we found an interaction effect between Error and Repair on the perceived
discussion experience with marginal significance (𝜒2 (1) = 3.77, 𝑝 = .052). We conducted simple
main effect analyses with Bonferroni corrections and found that participants who received FP error
messages had significantly worse perceived discussion experience than those who received FN error
messages when the CA did not repair the errors (𝜒2 (1) = 14.33, 𝑝 < .001). However, the difference
in perceived discussion experience between FP and FN errors became no longer significant when the
errors were repaired. The condition type significantly influenced perceived discussion experience
(𝜒2 (4) = 15.70, 𝑝 < .01). A post hoc analysis with Dunnett’s correction showed that participants
who received FP error messages had significantly worse perceived discussion experience than those
in the control condition (𝑝 < .05). Regarding group performance, Error and Repair factors did not
have a significant impact when predicting perceived performance (𝑝 = .38) nor the task outcome
score (𝑝 = 0.21).

From the qualitative analysis, we found that participants who received FN error messages were
able to build team spirit, which improved the perceived discussion experience: “It (FN error messages)
made me feel part of a productive team" [P71, FN]. Their positive evaluation about the group was
largely affected by FN error messages regardless of members’ actual contributions: “I just assumed
that they (other members) are contributing, because we got that message twice. I just assumed like, oh
yeah everyone is contributing" [P130, FN].
Summary: Participants who received FP error messages reported a more negative perceived

discussion experience than those who received FN error messages. FN errors helped to develop
positive assessments about the team, regardless of their actual status. The positive effect of FN
errors and the negative effect of FP errors on perceived discussion experience align with the effects
of FN and FP errors on user acceptance of the CA explained in Section 5.1. The conversational
repair strategy moderated the effects of errors on the perceived discussion experience.

6 DISCUSSION
This research aims to understand how FP and FN errors and their interactions with the conver-
sational repair strategy affect user acceptance of a facilitator CA, members’ participation in the
discussion, perceived discussion experience between the members, and group performance. Our
results showed that participants who were falsely detected as under-contributing by the CA (FP
errors) increased their participation because they felt pushed to make more contributions. These
results correspond to the social response theory [65] and social evaluation [83] in which participants
treated the agent as a social actor rather than a tool and participated more to avoid any risk of social
evaluation from the CA. FN errors were not as effective as FP errors in increasing participation
because it reduced the awareness of members’ actual participation – participants simply believed
the CA’s messages that they are equally contributing even when they were not. Participants who
received FN error messages appreciated the agent evaluating their contributions higher than their
actual contributions. As a result, participants reported higher acceptance of the agent and a more
positive discussion experience than participants who received FP error messages. Repairing FP
errors mitigated the negative effect of FP errors on the perceived discussion experience, but we
did not see the same effect after repairing FN errors. In prior works, errors are typically assumed
to be a nuisance [69, 74] and repairing these errors is assumed to be beneficial [6, 58]. Our work
demonstrates that FN errors have positive effects on user acceptance of the CA and the perceived
discussion experience and repairing FN errors may not be always necessary. Overall, our results
advocate the use of a facilitator CA for group chat discussions by anticipating the differential effects
of FP and FN errors and giving guidance on how to repair those errors.
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6.1 Design Implications
The findings in this paper have several implications for the future designs of CAs in group chat
discussions. First, FP and FN errors have different consequences on user experience and behavior,
and designers should adjust the model according to the desired outcome and group characteristics.
When user acceptance of the CA or perceived discussion experience is more important than the
active participation of members, it is recommended to prioritize precision over recall (i.e. fewer FP
errors than FN errors). For example, in a long-term collaborative project, a CA should prioritize
reducing FP errors over FN errors because user acceptance of the agent is important when users need
to interact with a CA for a long time. When active participation of members is more important than
user acceptance of the agent or discussion experience, it is recommended to prioritize recall over
precision (i.e. fewer FN errors than FP errors). For example, in a problematic situation where most
members are loafing or not making any progress, a CA should prioritize reducing FN errors over
FP errors to boost members’ participation. When user acceptance of the CA, perceived discussion
experience, and active participation of members are equally important, it is recommended to balance
precision and recall.

Second, we suggest using the conversational repair strategy when many FP errors are expected
(e.g., low precision system) to improve perceived discussion experience. While prior works have
mostly presented the benefits of repairing errors, our results suggest the conversational repair
strategy is unnecessary for FN errors because it decreases the positive effects of FN errors on
user acceptance of the CA and perceived discussion experience. The qualitative findings reveal
possible improvements for designing a conversational repair strategy. Participants can feel that the
system is unreliable if it easily reverses its decision based on a user’s input. Additionally, a user can
intentionally make incorrect assessments of their contribution if a conversational repair strategy
depends solely on their feedback. Taken together, a conversational repair strategy should correct
errors by synthesizing users’ opinions and computational analysis results.

While prior works examined user acceptance of a CA in dyadic interactions between a CA and a
user, we offer empirical evidence on how user acceptance of a CA is affected by interactions with
other group members. From qualitative results, we observed that some participants rated acceptance
of the CA low when they found that the agent missed detecting under-contributing members, even
if their own contributions were accurately detected. After the CA encouraged the participation
of under-contributing members, participants accepted the agent more only if they observed an
increase in participation from the under-contributing members. Otherwise, participants accepted
the CA less. These results imply that the design of a facilitator CA should consider the complex
nature of group dynamics beyond dyadic interactions between a user and the agent. For example,
a transparent CA that reveals imperfect interactions with other members may not be ideal in a
group environment.

We found that errors or the conversational repair strategy had a non-significant impact on group
performance. It is possible that the task was too easy and short to gain a significant difference
in performance. Dijk et al. explained that the impact of diversity on group performance can be
small, especially for less complicated tasks [91]. We encourage more research on how the CA can
influence group performance for complex tasks. While our research scope was focused on the CA
design that encourages the contribution of under-contributing members to increase the diversity of
ideas, participants said that active or over-contributing members influence the task outcome more
than under-contributing members: “The final tweet that we created was quite interesting because
Kiwi (active member) had many creative ideas" [P57, FP & Repair]. Thus, we anticipate that a CA
design supporting over-contributing members in a discussion would improve group performance.
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6.2 Generalizability
Our findings about FP errors can generalize to the effects of common CA errors such as unfamiliar
intents and NLP-related errors [64]. These errors share similar characteristics with FP errors because
users are likely to be annoyed by a system that fails to process or falsely identifies their messages,
thereby reducing user acceptance of the CA. Based on our results, we encourage practitioners
to communicate the possibility of these errors and provide repair options. Our findings about
FN errors can generalize to other systems that make a positive user assessment. For example, an
auto-grader marking wrong answers correct would result in higher user acceptance of the system
than marking correct answers wrong. Repairing these errors may decrease user acceptance of
the system but make a more accurate assessment of one’s knowledge. Researchers can create a
taxonomy of CA errors and explore the generalizability of our findings to different types of errors
and the conversational repair strategy.
We set up a controlled experiment where either a FP or FN error occurs, but our results allow

us to predict what would happen in situations where both errors occur simultaneously. In those
situations, we anticipate moderated effects as the results indicate contrasting effects of a FP and FN
error on user acceptance of the CA and group dynamics. For example, when a CA makes FP errors
in one sub-task and FN errors in another sub-task, users can feel more positive user acceptance
of the agent and perceived discussion experience but participate less compared to a CA making
only FP errors. We expect our design recommendations to be applicable in this case by offering the
conversational repair strategy in the sub-task where FP errors occurred but not in the sub-task
where FN errors occurred. More investigation is needed to understand the effects of different types
of errors occurring simultaneously.
Our findings can be applied to group conversations without a CA. Upon examining the results

of our CA with high FP rates increasing members’ participation, we can infer that it is helpful
for human moderators or group members to intervene and promote the participation of members
even when a group has balanced participation rather than making interventions only when it is
necessary. Positive effects of a CA with high FN rates on perceived discussion experience imply that
it is important to acknowledge and praise each other’s contributions, even insufficient contributions,
to encourage team spirit and improve perceived discussion experience of all members.
The conversational repair strategy we used repairs detection errors individually and privately,

thus is likely to be useful in other situations where errors have negative effects on users such
as public embarrassment. The findings related to the conversational repair strategy is likely to
generalize to other ‘solve’ strategies [9], in which the CA tries to solve the error by providing a
solid solution. For example, rather than prompting for feedback to solve the error, the CA can offer
specific instructions on how to increase their participation such as how many more messages they
should send. Other conversational repair strategy types can be explored in future studies to test
the generalizability of the findings. For example, a conversational repair strategy where the entire
group repairs the detection through discussion may be evaluated. Researchers can also explore
long-term interactions with the CA where its detection algorithm automatically improves through
aggregated user data rather than instant repair.

Our work is most generalizable to other decision-making tasks for an open-ended solution like the
advertisement task we used in this study. More work is needed to test the results for other types of
tasks such as open-debating tasks. Additionally, this work only addressed a particular group setting,
thus other group characteristics need to be studied in future works. For example, large groups
are likely to have a higher number of under-contributing members, making them more salient
to the rest of the group. Thus, it is possible that contributing members desire a CA to detect all
under-contributing members, even at the cost of falsely detecting a member as under-contributing.
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6.3 Limitations and Future Research
We conducted a lab-based experiment to control for confounding factors. Participants might have
behaved or reacted differently in the controlled setting compared to field studies. Also, MTurk
workers are frequently exposed to experiments with manufactured interventions, meaning they
may perceive and react in a less genuine way than people in real-world group environments. We
encourage researchers to explore the effects of the CA deployed in the wild where information is
collected through voluntary participation (e.g., [66, 75]).
We designed a simple rule-based CA that either detects all members or no member as under-

contributing due to small group size and to reduce confounding factors (details in Section 3.2.1).
The current detection method may have resulted in detecting members who are less likely to be
detected in real-world situations. We encourage testing a more realistic classifier in subsequent
research with groups of different sizes. For example, researchers can use a heuristic classifier that
detects one or more least speaking members and adjust the number of detected members based on
the desired effects of FP and FN errors. Furthermore, a machine learning classifier adjusting the
balance between FP and FN errors based on people’s reactions and sentiments can be developed in
future works. An ideal algorithm should take individual differences (e.g., typing speed, personality)
as well as various forms of contribution (e.g., searching for emojis) into account when assessing
the quality of contributions.

7 CONCLUSION
A conversational agent (CA) can be deployed to detect and promote participation of under-
contributing members in a group chat discussion. We investigated the effects of false-positive
(FP) and false-negative (FN) errors of the CA and a conversational repair strategy on user accep-
tance of the agent, members’ participation, group performance, and perceived discussion experience.
Participants who received FP error messages participated more than those who received FN error
messages but reported lower user acceptance of the agent and more negative discussion experience.
The CA repaired errors based on users’ real-time feedback, and we found that the conversational
repair strategy moderated the negative effects of FP errors on perceived discussion experience.
Based on these findings, we suggest designers tune FP and FN errors according to desired outcomes
and contexts and consider using the conversational repair strategy to mitigate the negative con-
sequences of FP errors. Our findings and discussions contribute toward a future in which a CA
collaborates with a team to build positive group dynamics.
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8 APPENDIX
We summarize full model outputs in Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 following the guideline [61].
We only report findings of main RQs that showed statistical significance or marginal significance.
The p−values of each fixed effect in the table were estimated via t−tests using the Satterthwaite’s
method, which is a common method of reporting LMM full models. We rounded all values to two
decimal places.

Table 4. User acceptance (RQ1)

Likelihood ratio test
Effect logLik 𝜒2 p
Error+Repair+Error:Repair -257.99 18.16 0.00***

Fixed Effects
Estimate (𝛽) SE 95% CI t p

Intercept 6.81795 0.84203 5.16 8.48 1.36 0.00***
Error -1.53 0.36 -2.24 -0.82 -4.233 0.00***
Repair -0.68 0.34 -1.35 0.00 -1.97 0.05*
Error rate -0.72 0.10 -0.93 -0.52 -6.93 0.00***
Group size 0.04 0.14 -0.24 0.32 0.27 0.79
Error:Repair 0.98 0.53 -0.06 2.012 1.87 0.07*

Random Effects
Variance S.D.

GroupID (Intercept) 0.00 0.00
Residual 2.16 1.47

Table 5. Total Participation (RQ2)

Likelihood ratio test
Effect logLik 𝜒2 p
Error -717.02 4.45 0.03**

Fixed Effects
Estimate (𝛽) SE 95% CI t p

Intercept 46.77 25.94 -5.15 98.82 1.80 0.08*
Error 20.76 9.41 1.57 39.60 2.21 0.03**
Repair -1.65 8.43 -18.63 15.51 -0.20 0.85
Error rate 3.47 2.56 -1.58 8.52 1.36 0.18
Group size 5.53 4.50 -3.60 14.61 1.23 0.23

Random Effects
Variance S.D.

GroupID (Intercept) 312.40 17.67
Residual 1107.20 33.27

Table 6. Discussion experience (RQ3)

Likelihood ratio test
Effect logLik 𝜒2 p
Error+Repair+Error:Repair -143.78 13.93 0.00***

Fixed Effects
Estimate (𝛽) SE 95% CI t p

Intercept 6.52 0.38 5.78 7.27 17.22 0.00***
Error -0.62 0.16 -0.94 -0.29 -3.79 0.00***
Repair -0.21 0.15 -0.51 0.094 -1.36 0.17
Error rate 0.02 0.05 -0.07 0.11 0.393 0.70
Group size 0.04 0.06 -0.09 0.16 0.63 0.53
Error:Repair 0.46 0.24 -0.00 0.93 1.96 0.05*

Random Effects
Variance S.D.

GroupID (Intercept) 0.00 0.00
Residual 0.44 0.66

***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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